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INTRODUCTION
Multi-canera systems have recently gained popularity in computer vision, thanks to a number of advantages that they exhibit over algorithm based on monwulx views. Ambiguities in motion analysis due to perspective projection are solved, and desirable properties like viewpoint invariance are inherently gunranteed. Many promising works in the field of body tracking are actually based on 3D data, like Pentlands 3D b / o h [l] . However, action recognition and activity detection algorithm are still largely b s e d on 2D approaches, despite the fact that they can find more general and natural solutions in a multi-view setup. Action rem,@tion is, in fact, a complex problem, as the dynamics of the motion tend to introduce a strong variability. In particular, actions c a n be performed by different people in very different ways. The same motion can be carried on with various speeds, ,and even the emotional state of the person can affect the evolution of the gesture.
In this paper we propose an action recognition algorithm in which images of the scene captured by a significant number of cameras fist used to generate a volumetric representation of a moving human body in terms of voxsets by means of volumetric intersection. The recognition stage is T h i s work was developed within the FIRB-VICOM project (wwu.vicom-project .it) funded by tlie livlivn Ministq of University and Scienlific Reswch (MlURj; and wilhin the VISNET project. a Eumpew Nelwork ofExeellence ( w . v i s n e t -n o e .orgj then lxrformed directly o n 3D dati, which allows the system to avoid critical prohlems like viewpint dependence and niotion trajectory variability. We show how the use of iippropriatc local 3D features, inherently invariant with n-spec1 to trajectoly viarintions, ciui significnntly improve the perfornuncc of the cliissilication.
One source of signilicmt difficulties is the so-colled r i m , wnrping issue, whch expresses the fact that iiclions mny have dikt'emd durutions. Thx problem mikes it impossilAe to perfomi : I direct compxison between feature vectors at a given time. In order to overcome ths problem, Hiddm Markov rnod~ds 1.2, 31) hlwe proven quite successful. We adopt this formalism to model the action's dynamics, and use the Kullback-Leibler distance between HMMs to classify new sequences.
3D RECONSTRUCTION AND FEATURE REPRESENTXIION

Volumetric interscction
simple but effective approach to volumetric reconstmction is the so-called volrrmetric intersection method, which exploits the silhouettes of an object extracted from dl of its views. As the object is Lwund to be contained in the generalized cone generated by all lines that originate from the optical center of the C:UIICT~ md p a s through the silhouette, it is also hound to be contained in the intersection of dl the corresponding "mlusion cones" (Figure la) . As Fizure II? shows, the accurxy of the reconstmction critically depends on the nunilxr of viewpoints. The resulting visual hull will be the 3D reconstruction of the body.
A simple nnd prxticul implementation of the VoIunKtric intersection method starts from the discretization of the volume of interest into a w " r of reasonnble size. We then determine whether each one of the voxels of the voxset klong to the object by simply checlang whether that voxel projects onto the inside of e:ich one of tha avail:il?le silhouettes, in accordmce with the the adopted c:mie~:i model aid thc mailnble camera calihriition p:uaniaters.
Fcature extraction
As voxsets are redundmt representations of the Lwdy volume, we need to adopt a more concise representation (fenrare) of the moving lwdy. We considered :L rather simple description in terms of bodjpnrz pusiiiuns.
First we estiniate the motion direction of the person by interpolating the sequence of centers of mss %(t) along time using a spline (Icxally polynomial curve), ,and assuming rls motion direction at time t the tangent to the interpolating curve in z(t). We then define as body reference frame at timet the triad (d(t), bL(t), 2) where d(t) is the motion direction. d I ( t ) its orthogonal direction in the i:y plane, and 2 the vertical axes of the world reference frame (Figure 2a ).
Finally, to detectihe bodypiuts ofthe moving person we employ 3 k-nieans clusrering algorithm with n = 4 clusters. in t = 0 the n cluster loc:itions Si are assigned at To guarantee the convergence of the four clusters to some desired positions (upper torso, abdomen, left and right leg) in t = 1 their initial positions are assigned to appropriate locations in the body reference frame (Figure 1-3) . For t > 1 the old cluster positions in t are used as initial positions of the k-means dgorithm in t + 1. where 71 is the number of states, Ai is the i-th column of A and (., .) is the usual scdar product.
ACTION MODELING THROUGH HMMS
.
EXPERIMENTAI, RESULTS
For our tests we used a multi-camera TV studio at BBC R&D. located in Kingswood Warren, UK, equipped with a set of 12 calibrated, synchronized cameras placed in well separatedpositions nround astudio of 4 x 3.2 x 2.5 meters. As we are interested in action estimation in non-optimal conditions of acquisition, we selected N = 5 cameras, covering the scene from a wide viewing angle.
For these experiments we acquired 65 sequences, divided into three categories according the particular action performed: "walk", "walk and wave", and "pick" and object from the ground. For each category of actions two different people performed sevenl instances of the motion, following various trajectories and even changing direction in the middle of the action. The BBC studio is equipped for a color segmentation of the cxquired scene, yielding new frames in which only the object of interest is represented. The scene background was, in fact, covered by a specid fabric that appem blue when illuminated by an appropriate light source. Each one of the 12 cameras is equipped with such a projector. The desired segmentation is then done through multi-level thresholding of the chrominance chwnels. as these are much less sensitive to noise than the luminance chnnnel. This chrormi-keying process does not need to be too accuare as the volumetric intersection will take care of removing most of the volumetric outliers (see Figure 5 ). Once the sequence of silhouettes is produced, 3 sequence of volumetric reconstructions can be built through volumetric intersection. At each time step a feature vector is extracted as explained in Section 2.2, so that a feature matrix is built for each sequence by collecting all the feature vectors along time, y ( t ) fort = 1, ...,'l'. This feature matrix is then given as input to an EM algorithm which computes the parameters of the HMM representing the action. We expected these feature vectors to be inv3nant with respect to nuisance parameters, such as the trajectory chosen by the person, the size of the body, and the small "qualitative" differences between walking or waving performed by different people. In fact, being the bodypart locations relnted to 3 reference franie mscciated to the niotion direction, a person can walk in complex curved trajectories with no significmt impact on the feature matrix. Figure 5b shows the large variability of the trajectories followed in instances of the action "walk. Findly, Figure 7 shows the hidden Markov niodel of the "walk' action. Given the feature mitrices of Figure 6 , a model with 3 states proved to k suitable to represent this action, each state being associated to: the pose in which the left leg is extended; that in which both legs x e aligned; and the one in which the right leg is Uvust forward, respectively. Having built a model f i r each learned action category (walk, wave and pick), anew sequence can be classified by computing the associated model through the EM algorithm and by directly compxing it to the leant ones by means of the classical Kullback-Leibler distance [5] . The models we obtained proved good enough to distinguish between instances of "walk and "pick'. The four-cluster representation of a body, on the other hand, does not allow us to dis-tinguish Lxtween "wave" <and "walk" when using a c o m e volumetric representation (the arms of the person require high spatial resolution). Nonetheless even when using lowresolution voxsets, the systems can still recognize the "walk and wave" action a s an instance of the "walk action. As : I general remnrk, feature lozdity turns out to be a miticid issue in tictivity recognition.
PERSPECTIVES
These tirst experiments prove how treating the action recognition t a k directly on 3D dita is the most natural way of overcoming critical problenls like viewpint dependence, scale invnriiuice, ilnd other nuisnnce fictors like trajectory vcuiations. Rolilems like multi-body movements (for in-s1:lnce in autoni:itic surveillance contexts) or occlusions are na1ur:illy dealt with before the recognition stage. This niotivates us to conduct more sophisticated annalysis of the allproptiate 3D feature representation, <and study redistic situations in which the person performing the action is pxtially occluded from other obje or shxes the environ,, men1 with other people. We are currently conducting experiments with higher resolution voxsets in order to detect arm motion through a six-cluster representation.
